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The LT3029 integrates two independent 500mA monolithic LDOs in a tiny 16-lead MSOP or 4mm × 3mm × 0.75mm DFN package. Both regulators have a wide 1.8V to 20V input voltage range with a 300mV dropout voltage at full load. The output voltage is adjustable down to the 1.215V reference voltage. With an external bypass capacitor, the output voltage noise is less than 20µVRMS. A complete power supply requires only a minimum 3.3µF ceramic output capacitor for each channel to be stable.

Quiescent current is 55µA per channel, dropping below 1µA in shutdown. Reverse-battery protection, reverse-current protection, current limit fold-back and thermal shutdown are all integrated into the package, making it ideal for battery-powered systems.

The LT3029 includes features that simplify the design of multivoltage systems. Its two independent regulators present separate input and shutdown pins. It is also compatible with the LTC2921, LTC2922 and LTC2923 power supply tracking controllers, allowing for easy multirail power supply tracking and sequencing design.

TWO INDEPENDENT REGULATORS

The LT3029’s inputs can be used independently or combined. Figure 1 shows an application generating two output voltages from two different input voltages, with independent shutdown control for each channel.

DIFFERENT START-UP SLEW RATES

Start-up time is roughly proportional to the bypass capacitance, regardless of the input and output voltage. The output capacitance and the load characteristics also have no influence on the result. Figure 2 shows the regulator start-up time versus bypass capacitance.

The LT3029 is compatible with LTC292X series of power supply sequencing and tracking controllers. Its ADJ pin should be connected to LTC292X FB pin. By choosing the right resistors, it can track or sequence the power supply. Please refer to the LTC2923 data sheet for details.

(continued on page 35)
ULTRALOW VOLTAGE STEP-UP CONVERTER AND POWER MANAGER FOR ENERGY HARVESTING

The LTC3108 is a highly integrated DC/DC converter ideal for harvesting and managing surplus energy from extremely low input voltage sources such as TEG (thermoelectric generators), thermopiles and small solar cells. The step-up topology operates from input voltages as low as 20mV. Using a small step-up transformer, the LTC3108 provides a complete power management solution for wireless sensing and data acquisition.

The 2.2V LDO powers an external microprocessor, while the main output is programmed to one of four fixed voltages or multiple MOSFETs in parallel for high current applications. The high side driver can withstand voltages up to 38V.

Adaptive shoot-through protection circuitry is integrated to prevent MOSFET cross-conduction current. With 4ns propagation delays and 4ns to 8ns transition times driving 3nF loads, the LTC4449 minimizes power loss due to switching losses and dead time body diode conduction.

The LTC4449 features a three-state PWM input for power stage control and shutdown that is compatible with all controllers that employ a three-state output feature. The LTC4449 also has a separate supply input for the input logic to match the signal swing of the controller IC. Undervoltage lockout detectors monitor both the driver and logic supplies and disable operation if the voltage is too low.

(Please note the following content continues from the previous page):

The LTC3855 is ideal for converters using inductor DCR sensing to provide high current outputs. Its temperature compensation and remote output voltage sensing ensure predictable behavior from light load to high current. From inputs up to 38V it can regulate two separate outputs from 0.6V to 12.5V, and can be configured for higher currents by tying its channels together, or by paralleling additional LTC3855 power stages. At low duty cycles, the short minimum on-time ensures constant frequency operation, and peak current limit remains constant even as duty cycle changes. The LTC3855 incorporates these features and more into 6mm × 6mm QFN or 38-lead TSSOP packages.

CONCLUSION

The LT3029 is a dual 500mA/500mA monolithic LDO with a wide input voltage range and low noise. The two channels are fully independent, allowing for flexible power management. It is ideal for battery-powered systems because of its low quiescent current, small package and integration of battery protection features.